Practice is well underway and our dances are looking fantastic. We still have lots of practices ahead, so we remind all students of the importance of attending all rehearsals.

**JRock Sewing Day**
We would like to take this opportunity to send out an enormous thank you to our wonderful parents and grandparents who assisted on our JRock Sewing Day. We will hold another day on Wednesday, 18th July at 9:15am in the school hall.

**JRock Prop Painting**
We would also like to invite any parents, carers or grandparents to assist in painting our props. We will be painting props on Wednesday, 18th July at 9:15am in the school hall.

**JRock Transport**
We are still awaiting a number of notes to be returned, however, in order to keep costs down we will not be booking a return bus home at the conclusion of the concert. If you are unable to arrange transport home please see myself or Ms Mortimore.

*Ms Howick*
JRock Coordinator